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On 5-25-64, Mr. Wesley James Liebeler of the President's Commission : 

| called and in the absence of Mr, Malley, who is in Dallas, Texas, the call was taken _- 
| by Supervisor H. A. Schutz, Jr. Mr, Liebeler indicated that he was interested in <: 
; two areas of investigation and made reference to the report of SA Belanger at Tampa_. 

": dated 12-10-63, page four, wherein a tape recording of aT.V. interview with an |; — eS 

{individual by the name of Penaz had been reviewed and reported, According to” ‘ss 

-| ‘information in the report a cartoon had appeared in the newspaper “Revolucion” .- .-..: 

‘depicting damage done in Cuba by hurricarrFlora. A caricature of the United States ae 

was depicted laughing at the damage. Another cartoon showed a coffin containing » -** 
President Kennedy with Castro standing above laughing. Mr. Liebeler requested . ~~: 

- | that investigation be conducted to actually dctermine whether such a cartoon did 4! * 

appear in this paper and if so forward a copy tothe commission, .... \ y a! “5 
/ * - % eee a Te Le. f° 

oo _ Mr, Liebeler made reference to the report of SA Gemberling at -- ». £ 

° Dallas dated 4-15-64, on pages 527 and 540, The information contained therein _ § ~s 

. 2 related to two transcripts of a debate participated in by Oswald in August, 1963, 90 -.= 
81 One was transcribed py radio station WDSU, New Orleans, and the second by an Ai; 

3 fit individual named Bil\euuckey. Mr, Liebeler indicated that the commission desirdd o~. 

4 that we obtain copies’ of these tapes for inclusion in the permanent files of the 8 a 

- 1) commission and for comparison with the transcripts. He requested that in obtainigg . 

these tapes the Bureau maintain appropriate chain of evidence as totheir 2). 5 3, 
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- ‘The field is being instructed to expeditiously conduct the investigation 

requested by Mr, Licbeler. ‘ " 6 we aly ee    
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